YOUTH & KIDS MINISTRY
CURRICULUM
157% Lead Growth Quarter
over Quarter

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Stuff You Can Use is a resource hub for Youth and Kids
Ministries. Their main product, Grow Curriculum, is a
comprehensive system created by its founders, Kenny
& Elle Campbell, to help Ministries grow membership
and engagement.

Grow Curriculum had been growing organically for several
years, and the organization wanted to grow faster by
augmenting their organic growth with paid marketing efforts.
As an SMB, this expertise did not exist in-house and
engagements with contractors running paid advertising had
resulted in lack-luster results. Kenny & Elle needed a team
with experience running multiple paid channels who could
take their specialized product and bring it to a nationwide
audience.

SOLUTION
Four15 worked with Stuff You Can Use to
design a multi-channel strategy to raise
product awareness, drive brand engagement,
and position Grow Curriculum’s resources in
front of those audiences with the greatest
likelihood of becoming customers.

METHODOLOGY
Initially, Four15 conducted an audit of existing advertising
campaigns, noting strengths and weaknesses of the build and
its performance. We then engaged with Stuff You Can Use on
three aspects of their business before re-building their
digital marketing campaigns:
Define The Audience
Four15 worked with Stuff You Can Use to identify the
audience segments most likely to find value in the Stuff You
Can Use resources, become leads, and eventually purchase
Grow Curriculum for their ministry. This would be important
to how audiences were segmented for targeting and what
messaging would be directed to them.

Define Success
All stakeholders had to be aligned on goals, so Four15 helped
identify measurable Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for
marketing campaigns. The long sales cycle and the use of freetrials as an acquisition tool meant that lead capture, and not
just sales, could define a campaign’s success or failure.

Ensure Data Integrity
After identifying the KPI’s Four15 worked to ensure that they
were tracked properly across paid media channels as well as
within the client’s CRM. The existing tracking was spotty, with
only some products being tracked properly and others not
tracked at all.

Take Care Of The Low-hanging Fruit & Build For
Growth
Once tracking was fixed, Four15 worked on
rebuilding campaigns using best practices, adding in
missing elements like ad extensions on search, and

remarketing on Facebook. We then built a roadmap
for channel expansion as well as a strategy for
testing both ad creative and custom landing pages.

SEARCH:
Search campaigns had a long list of issues, chief among them was a
poor tracking setup was preventing ads platforms from recording
accurate conversion data. In addition, campaigns were not setup to
split audiences, resulting in irrelevant ads appearing on searches. Ad
copy was not being customized for queries, and creative testing was
non-existent. Other simple issues like missing extensions were also
prevalent in the account.
The priority fixes were with tracking. Stuff You Can use offers multiple
products beyond the Kids & Youth Curriculums, but the existing setup
would only track sales of these curriculum products. The same was true
of lead actions: leads for some of these alternate services/products
were not being tracked by paid channels and, in some instances, they
weren’t even being tracked in the Marketing CRM.

SEARCH:
Conversion data was imported from the CRM, which meant that it would
be restricted to the last 90-days. Since purchases often occurred more
than 90-days after the ad click, they were being missed by the import.
Without these sales tracked in Google Ads, optimization towards
conversions would be using only a portion of the actual totals - meaning
bad decision making.
Four15 worked with Stuff You Can Use to instrument channel level
tracking, allowing the lookback window to extend beyond the 90-day limit
imposed by the import feature. In addition, conversion tracking was set
up for all other products and services offered by Stuff You Can Use, so any
sales that occurred from ad clicks could be tracked.
Campaigns were rebuilt, with granular ad group break-outs built for
greater relevance and campaigns split between prospecting and
retargeting. Low hanging fruit like ad extensions, responsive ad testing,
and the use of negative keyword lists were also added to the account.

SOCIAL:
The social account was simple and targeting was highly focused, making the
channel a better performer than Paid Search, but at limited scale. Here the
goal was to take the learnings from the client and expand the reach of paid
social campaigns by adding audiences that were very similar to the customer
base, but had never been targeted. This included audiences targeting titles like
“Youth Minister” and remarketing using customer lists. Facebook account
updates also included simple improvements like excluding existing customers
from seeing prospecting ads, building remarketing audiences for users that
visited the site and a separate audience for users that started a free trial.
Four15 prioritized creative message testing, going from fewer than 5 total ads
in the account to over 800 within the first week of takeover. Creative
variations were customized for each audience for a more personalized user
experience. This included copy, imagery, calls to action, landing pages, offers,
and ad types - such as carousel, lead generation ads, and video.

BEYOND:
Paid campaign testing beyond paid search and social media had
been very limited, with only YouTube ads tested in the past.
Once Search and Social had been built out and proven to
perform, Four15 expanded to include additional channels such
as Gmail, Google & Bing Shopping ads, and all new Video
campaigns.

RESULTS
The new audience strategy, focus on KPI
optimization, and account rebuilds had an
immediate and significant impact on performance.
Within the first month of relaunch, before any
significant optimizations were made to the account
curriculum leads from new users were up 184%
and curriculum sales were up 16%.

RESULTS
Within the first 3 months, new leads were up 157%
vs the prior 3 months, and cost per new lead was
down 14%.
After seasonal highs two months prior to take-over,
performance fell, but Four15’s work helped to
significantly improve sales and revenue month over
month going forward, setting monthly records for
revenue in month 3 and again by month 4.

RESULTS
On search the result of these efforts has been:
▪ 100% increase in click traffic quarter over quarter
▪ 169% increase in new leads quarter over quarter
▪ 6% increase in purchases quarter over quarter
▪ 42% decrease in cost per new lead from month 1 to month 3
On Social media the results were similarly as spectacular:
▪ 76% increase in new leads quarter over quarter
▪ 50% increase in sales quarter over quarter
In conclusion, it was a few, very important factors that helped make
campaigns successful:
▪ Alignment on goals and audiences
▪ Improvements to KPI tracking
▪ A detailed plan for targeting valuable audiences
▪ Customized messaging

We had high expectations of Four15 from our first session, when their audit of our existing program presented

meaningful insights and opportunities. We've been impressed with how quickly Stephen and the team have
understood our unique business and have delivered strategic input and results that have made a tangible
difference to our bottom line. Most importantly we're a company based on values of inclusivity, fun and being
helpful - and we have a high sense of synergy with the Four15 team.
KENNY CAMPBELL, CEO
Stuff You Can Use

